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๏ WIMP miracle
๏ WIMPless
➡ general framework
➡ light dark matter
➡ collider signature
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Weak Interacting Massive Particle 

WIMP
• mWIMP∼ mweak

• gweak
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WIMP: Weak Interacting Massive Particle 

• mWIMP∼ mweak

• σan ∼ αweak
2 mweak

-2  

⇒ Ω h2 ∼ 0.3 

naturally around the observed value

๏ WIMP appears in many BSM scenarios
➡ lightest supersymmetric particles in SUSY models
➡ lightest KK particles in extra dimension models
➡ ... 
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WIMPless miracle

๏ only fixes one combination of dark matter mass and coupling
๏ mX/gX2 ~ mweak/gweak2, Ωh2 ~ 0.3
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UCI-TR-2008-10

The WIMPless Miracle

Jonathan L. Feng and Jason Kumar
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA

We propose that dark matter is composed of particles that naturally have the correct thermal
relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor weak interactions. These WIMPless models
emerge naturally from gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, where they elegantly solve the
dark matter problem. The framework accommodates single or multiple component dark matter,
dark matter masses from 10 MeV to 10 TeV, and interaction strengths from gravitational to strong.
These candidates enhance many direct and indirect signals relative to WIMPs and have qualitatively
new implications for dark matter searches and cosmological implications for colliders.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 04.65.+e, 12.60.Jv

Introduction. Cosmological observations require dark
matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
particles. At the same time, attempts to understand
the weak force also invariably require new states. These
typically include weakly-interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) with masses around the weak scale mweak ∼
100 GeV − 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of the
particles motivated by particle physics simultaneously
satisfies the needs of cosmology. This idea is motivated
not only by Ockham’s razor, but by a striking quanti-
tative fact, the “WIMP miracle”: WIMPs are naturally
produced as thermal relics of the Big Bang with the den-
sities required for dark matter. The WIMP miracle con-
nects physics at the largest and smallest length scales,
drives most of the international program of dark matter
searches, and is the leading reason to expect cosmological
insights when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) begins
operation in the coming year.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor
weak force interactions. In these models, dark matter
may interact only gravitationally or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility implies
that prospects for some dark matter experiments may be
greatly enhanced relative to WIMPs, with implications
for searches that differ radically from those of WIMPs.

Quite generally, a particle’s thermal relic density is [1]

ΩX ∝
1

〈σv〉
∼

m2
X

g4
X

, (1)

where 〈σv〉 is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ∼ (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,

ΩX ≈ 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling. This observation
alone might be considered adequate motivation to con-
sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) predict exactly the
combinations of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX . In
these models, mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak,
these models are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain
dark matter with the desired thermal relic density.

Models. The models we consider are SUSY mod-
els with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3].
These models have several sectors, as shown in Fig. 1.
The MSSM sector includes the fields of the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sec-
tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
mediate this breaking to the MSSM through gauge in-
teractions. There are also one or more additional sectors
which have SUSY breaking gauge-mediated to them, and
these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
sectors may not be particularly well-hidden, depending
on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
vestigations of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].

Independent of cosmology, this is a well-motivated sce-
nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
elegantly solving the flavor problems that generically
plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
tion, in SUSY models that attempt to unite the standard
model (SM) with quantum gravity, such as those arising
from string theory, hidden sectors are ubiquitous. From
this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
merely an unmotivated contrivance, but a requirement of
the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
classes of string models, such as intersecting brane mod-
els, SUSY breaking in one sector will naturally be medi-
ated by gauge interactions to every other sector, produc-
ing exactly the framework we have described.

As a concrete example, we extend the canonical GMSB

could have mX ≠ mweak as long as the relation holds

J.L. Feng and J. Kumar, PRL 101, 231301 (2008)
J.L. Feng, H. Tu and H. Yu, JCAP 0810, 043 (2008)
Feng, Shadmi, PRD 83, 095011 (2011)
Feng, Rentala, Surujon, 1108.4689

๏ dark matter: no SM gauge interactions, not WIMP
๏ naturally obtain right relic density: similar to WIMP

WIMPless DM
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step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
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ΩX ≈ 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
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sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
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combinations of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX . In
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tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
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these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
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on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
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nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
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plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
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this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
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the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
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els, SUSY breaking in one sector will naturally be medi-
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right relic density !
(irrespective of its mass)

2

FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

2
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neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

WIMPs 

WIMPless DM 

๏ Dark matter is hidden no SM interactions
๏ DM sector has its own particle content, mass 
mX, coupling gX

๏ Connected to SUSY breaking sector
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

WIMPless: not hidden

If no direct coupling to SM: 
• interact only through gravity
• impact on structure formation
• no direct/indirect/collider signals
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

 mY ∼ max (mweak, mX)  interaction λ XYf

WIMPless: not hidden

If no direct coupling to SM: 
• interact only through gravity
• impact on structure formation
• no direct/indirect/collider signals
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

 mY ∼ max (mweak, mX)  interaction λ XYf

WIMPless: not hidden

If no direct coupling to SM: 
• interact only through gravity
• impact on structure formation
• no direct/indirect/collider signals
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

 mY ∼ max (mweak, mX)  interaction λ XYf

open new possibility for 
๏ DM model parameters 
๏ new experimental search windows

WIMPless: not hidden

If no direct coupling to SM: 
• interact only through gravity
• impact on structure formation
• no direct/indirect/collider signals
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

 mY ∼ max (mweak, mX)  interaction λ XYf

open new possibility for 
๏ DM model parameters 
๏ new experimental search windows

light dark matter
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If no direct coupling to SM: 
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• impact on structure formation
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FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors with their own dark matter particles, leading
to multi-component dark matter.

models of Ref. [3] to include one hidden sector. Our re-
sults will not depend on hidden sector details, but to
aid in drawing intuition from well-known results, we as-
sume that the hidden sector has the same matter and
gauge groups as the MSSM, but with different gauge and
Yukawa couplings, as discussed below. SUSY breaking
gives vacuum expectation values to a chiral field S, with
〈S〉 = M + θ2F . We couple S to MSSM messenger fields
Φ and Φ̄ and hidden sector messenger fields ΦX and Φ̄X

through the superpotential W = λΦ̄SΦ + λXΦ̄XSΦX .
These couplings generate messenger F -terms Fm = λF
and FmX = λXF and induce SUSY-breaking masses in
the MSSM and hidden sectors at the messenger mass
scales Mm = λM and MmX = λXM , respectively.

Relic Density. Neglecting subleading effects and O(1)
factors, the MSSM superpartner masses are

m ∼
g2

16π2

Fm

Mm

=
g2

16π2

F

M
, (2)

where g is the largest relevant gauge coupling. Since m
also determines the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
m ∼ mweak. The hidden sector superpartner masses are

mX ∼
g2

X

16π2

FmX

MmX
=

g2
X

16π2

F

M
. (3)

As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
m

g2
∼

F

16π2M
; (4)

that is, mX/g2
X is determined solely by the SUSY-

breaking sector. As this is exactly the combination of
parameters that determines the thermal relic density of
Eq. (1), the hidden sector automatically includes a dark
matter candidate that has the desired thermal relic den-
sity, irrespective of its mass. (In this example, the su-
perpartner masses are independent of λ and λX ; this

will not hold generally. However, given typical couplings
λ ∼ λX ∼ O(1), one expects the messenger F -terms and
masses to be approximately the same as those appearing
in 〈S〉, and Eq. (4) remains valid.)

This analysis assumes that these thermal relics are sta-
ble. Of course, this is not the case in the MSSM sector,
where thermal relics decay to gravitinos. This is a major
drawback for GMSB, especially because its classic dark
matter candidate, the thermal gravitino [5], is now too
hot to be compatible with standard cosmology [6]. So-
lutions to the dark matter problem in GMSB include
messenger sneutrinos [7], late entropy production [8], de-
caying singlets [9], and gravitino production in late de-
cays [10], but all of these bring complications, and only
the last one makes use of the WIMP miracle.

The problem exists in the MSSM, however, only be-
cause of an accident: the stable particles of the MSSM (p,
e, ν, γ, G̃) have masses which are not set by the SUSY-
breaking scale. Indeed, in the cases of the proton and
electron, this accident results from extremely suppressed
Yukawa couplings, which remain unexplained. There is
no reason for the hidden sector to suffer from this unfor-
tunate malady. Very generally, since mX is the only mass
scale in the hidden sector, we expect all hidden particles
to have mass ∼ mX or be essentially massless, if en-
forced by a symmetry. We assume that the thermal relic
has mass around mX , and that discrete or global sym-
metries make this particle stable. At the same time, the
particles that are essentially massless at freeze out pro-
vide the thermal bath required for the validity of Eq. (1).
An example of a viable hidden sector is one with MSSM-
like particle content, but with different gauge couplings,
3rd generation quark flavor conserved by a discrete or
global symmetry, and hidden t, b, t̃, and b̃ masses all
∼ mX . The lightest of these hidden particles will be
stable. They will combine with other particles to form
neutral bound states, properly seed structure formation,
and, in the absence of constraints on anomalous isotopes
in hidden sea water, be excellent dark matter candidates.

To summarize so far: GMSB models with hidden sec-
tors provide dark matter candidates that are not WIMPs
but nevertheless naturally have the correct thermal relic
density. These candidates have masses and gauge cou-
plings satisfying mX/g2

X ∼ mweak/g2
weak, and

10−3 <
∼ gX

<
∼ 3

10 MeV <
∼ mX

<
∼ 10 TeV , (5)

where the upper limits from perturbativity nearly satu-
rate the unitarity bound [11], and the lower limits are
rough estimates from requiring the thermal relic to be
non-relativistic at freeze out so that Eq. (1) is valid.

Detection. If the hidden sector is not directly coupled
to the SM, then the corresponding dark matter candidate
interacts with the known particles only through gravity.
These candidates are cold dark matter, and their prop-
erties could be probed through their impact on structure

 mY ∼ max (mweak, mX)  interaction λ XYf

open new possibility for 
๏ DM model parameters 
๏ new experimental search windows

light dark matter

WIMPless: not hidden

If no direct coupling to SM: 
• interact only through gravity
• impact on structure formation
• no direct/indirect/collider signals

provide a framework that 
• guarantee DM relic density
• allow freedom in DM-SM interaction
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for moderate variations in the definition of any of the data
quality cuts. These events were observed on January 23,
February 12, and June 3, at 30.2 keVnr, 34.6 keVnr, and
12.1 keVnr, respectively. The event distribution in the
TPC is shown in Fig. 4. Given the background expecta-
tion of (1.8±0.6) events, the observation of 3 events does
not constitute evidence for dark matter, as the chance
probability of the corresponding Poisson process to re-
sult in 3 or more events is 28%.
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Buchmueller et al.
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FIG. 5: Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross-section
σ as function of WIMP mass mχ. The new XENON100 limit
at 90% CL, as derived with the Profile Likelihood method tak-
ing into account all relevant systematic uncertainties, is shown
as the thick (blue) line together with the expected sensitivity
of this run (yellow/green band). The limits from XENON100
(2010) [7], EDELWEISS (2011) [6], CDMS (2009) [5] (re-
calculated with vesc = 544 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s), CDMS
(2011) [19] and XENON10 (2011) [20] are also shown. Ex-
pectations from CMSSM are indicated at 68% and 95% CL
(shaded gray [21], gray contour [22]), as well as the 90% CL ar-
eas favored by CoGeNT [23] and DAMA (no channeling) [24].

The statistical analysis using the Profile Likelihood
method [17] does not yield a significant signal excess ei-
ther, the p-value of the background-only hypothesis is
31%. A limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
elastic scattering cross-section σ is calculated where
WIMPs are assumed to be distributed in an isothermal
halo with v0 = 220 km/s, Galactic escape velocity vesc =
(544+64

−46) km/s, and a density of ρχ = 0.3GeV/cm3. The
S1 energy resolution, governed by Poisson fluctuations of
the PE generation in the PMTs, is taken into account.
Uncertainties in the energy scale as indicated in Fig. 1,
in the background expectation and in vesc are profiled
out and incorporated into the limit. The resulting 90%
confidence level (CL) limit is shown in Fig. 5 and has
a minimum σ = 7.0 × 10−45 cm2 at a WIMP mass of
mχ = 50GeV/c2. The impact of Leff data below 3 keVnr

is negligible at mχ = 10GeV/c2. The sensitivity is the
expected limit in absence of a signal above background
and is also shown in Fig. 5. Due to the presence of
two events around 30 keVnr, the limit at higher mχ is

weaker than expected. Within the systematic differences
of the methods, this limit is consistent with the one from
the optimum interval analysis, which calculates the limit
based only on events in the WIMP search region. Its
acceptance-corrected exposure, weighted with the spec-
trum of a mχ = 100GeV/c2 WIMP, is 1471 kg × days.
This result excludes a large fraction of previously unex-
plored WIMP parameter space, and cuts into the region
where supersymmetric WIMP dark matter is accessible
by the LHC [21]. Moreover, the new result challenges
the interpretation of the DAMA [24] and CoGeNT [23]
results as being due to light mass WIMPs.
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Y . We consider the superpotential

W =
∑

i

(λi
qXYqLq

i
L + λi

uXYuR
ui
R + λi

dXYdR
diR) , (8)

where X is a real scalar dark matter particle, qL, uR, dR
are standard model quarks, i labels generations, and the
connectors YqL,uR,dR

are 4th generation mirror quarks.
Assuming real Yukawa couplings and mY = mYu,d

!
mX ,mq, the connector particles induce the SI operators

Oi = λi
qλ

i
uXXūiui/mY + λi

qλ
i
dXXd̄idi/mY , (9)

leading to the scattering cross section of Eq. (3) with
fp,n/M2

∗
=

∑

i(λ
i
qλ

i
uB

p,n
ui +λi

qλ
i
dB

p,n
di )/(

√
πmXmY ). The

Bp,n
qi

are integrated nuclear form factors, including Bp
u =

Bn
d ≈ 6, Bn

u = Bp
d ≈ 4 [7].

The amount of isospin violation in dark matter-nucleus
interactions is solely determined by the Yukawa flavor
structure. There are many possibilities; WIMPless mod-
els may explain the DAMA signal with couplings to either
the 1st [12] or 3rd [13, 23] generation. Here we assume
only 1st generation quark couplings, automatically sat-
isfying flavor constraints. Assuming mX = 10 GeV and
mY = 400 GeV, consistent with all collider and precision
electroweak bounds, the region of the (λ1

qλ
1
u,λ

1
qλ

1
d) plane

that explains DAMA and CoGeNT is

λ1
u $ −1.08λ1

d, 0.013 <∼ λ1
qλ

1
d
<∼ 0.024 . (10)

IVDM is clearly generic in this microscopic model of dark
matter interactions and may simultaneously reconcile the
DAMA and CoGeNT signals and XENON bounds.
The IVDM reconciliation of DAMA, CoGeNT, and

XENON relies on cancellations between p and n cou-
plings, and so requires larger couplings than in the
isospin-preserving case to maintain the desired DAMA
and CoGeNT signals. Such models may potentially vi-
olate collider constraints, which are not subject to can-
cellations. This WIMPless model provides a quark-level
framework in which one may investigate this question.
The most stringent model-independent constraints are

from Tevatron searches for pp̄ → XX + jet [24, 25]. Us-
ing MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4.32 [26], one can compute
the monojet cross section (requiring jet ET > 80 GeV)
induced by the operator of Eq. (9). The resulting 2σ
bounds from Tevatron data are roughly λ1

qλ
1
u,d

<∼ 1, two
orders of magnitude too weak to probe the DAMA and
CoGeNT favored couplings described in Eq. (10).
Conclusions. Results for spin-independent dark

matter interactions typically assume identical couplings
to protons and neutrons. Isospin violation is generic,
however, and we have shown that IVDM with fn/fp ≈
−0.7 may explain both DAMA and CoGeNT, consis-
tent with XENON10/100 bounds. This scenario is only
marginally excluded by CDMS Ge constraints, unam-
biguously predicts a signal at CRESST, and may even be
tested by XENON, given its several significant isotopes,

as discussed above; near future data will shed light on this
picture. More generally, we have explored the extent to
which dropping the fp = fn assumption may reconcile re-
sults from various detectors, stressing the important role
played by the distribution of isotopes. Finally, we have
shown that IVDM is easily realized in a quark-level model
consistent with all low-energy and collider observables.
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from Tevatron searches for pp̄ → XX + jet [24, 25]. Us-
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the monojet cross section (requiring jet ET > 80 GeV)
induced by the operator of Eq. (9). The resulting 2σ
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CoGeNT favored couplings described in Eq. (10).
Conclusions. Results for spin-independent dark

matter interactions typically assume identical couplings
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tent with XENON10/100 bounds. This scenario is only
marginally excluded by CDMS Ge constraints, unam-
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Light dark matter 
 light DM  with large σSI  

๏ not generic in typical WIMP
σSI : chirality flip, proportional to Yukawa coupling 

A. Bottino, F. Donato, N. Fornengo and S. Scopel, PRD 68, 043506 (2003); 
PRD 77, 015002 (2008); PRD 78, 083520 (2008). 

๏ can be easily accommodated in WIMPless model with connector Y

J.L. Feng, J. Kumar and L.E. Strigari, PLB 670, 37 (2008)

Exotic mirror quarks

4

Y . We consider the superpotential

W =
∑

i

(λi
qXYqLq

i
L + λi

uXYuR
ui
R + λi

dXYdR
diR) , (8)

where X is a real scalar dark matter particle, qL, uR, dR
are standard model quarks, i labels generations, and the
connectors YqL,uR,dR

are 4th generation mirror quarks.
Assuming real Yukawa couplings and mY = mYu,d

!
mX ,mq, the connector particles induce the SI operators

Oi = λi
qλ

i
uXXūiui/mY + λi

qλ
i
dXXd̄idi/mY , (9)

leading to the scattering cross section of Eq. (3) with
fp,n/M2

∗
=

∑

i(λ
i
qλ

i
uB

p,n
ui +λi

qλ
i
dB

p,n
di )/(

√
πmXmY ). The

Bp,n
qi

are integrated nuclear form factors, including Bp
u =

Bn
d ≈ 6, Bn

u = Bp
d ≈ 4 [7].

The amount of isospin violation in dark matter-nucleus
interactions is solely determined by the Yukawa flavor
structure. There are many possibilities; WIMPless mod-
els may explain the DAMA signal with couplings to either
the 1st [12] or 3rd [13, 23] generation. Here we assume
only 1st generation quark couplings, automatically sat-
isfying flavor constraints. Assuming mX = 10 GeV and
mY = 400 GeV, consistent with all collider and precision
electroweak bounds, the region of the (λ1

qλ
1
u,λ

1
qλ

1
d) plane

that explains DAMA and CoGeNT is

λ1
u $ −1.08λ1

d, 0.013 <∼ λ1
qλ

1
d
<∼ 0.024 . (10)

IVDM is clearly generic in this microscopic model of dark
matter interactions and may simultaneously reconcile the
DAMA and CoGeNT signals and XENON bounds.
The IVDM reconciliation of DAMA, CoGeNT, and

XENON relies on cancellations between p and n cou-
plings, and so requires larger couplings than in the
isospin-preserving case to maintain the desired DAMA
and CoGeNT signals. Such models may potentially vi-
olate collider constraints, which are not subject to can-
cellations. This WIMPless model provides a quark-level
framework in which one may investigate this question.
The most stringent model-independent constraints are

from Tevatron searches for pp̄ → XX + jet [24, 25]. Us-
ing MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4.32 [26], one can compute
the monojet cross section (requiring jet ET > 80 GeV)
induced by the operator of Eq. (9). The resulting 2σ
bounds from Tevatron data are roughly λ1

qλ
1
u,d

<∼ 1, two
orders of magnitude too weak to probe the DAMA and
CoGeNT favored couplings described in Eq. (10).
Conclusions. Results for spin-independent dark

matter interactions typically assume identical couplings
to protons and neutrons. Isospin violation is generic,
however, and we have shown that IVDM with fn/fp ≈
−0.7 may explain both DAMA and CoGeNT, consis-
tent with XENON10/100 bounds. This scenario is only
marginally excluded by CDMS Ge constraints, unam-
biguously predicts a signal at CRESST, and may even be
tested by XENON, given its several significant isotopes,

as discussed above; near future data will shed light on this
picture. More generally, we have explored the extent to
which dropping the fp = fn assumption may reconcile re-
sults from various detectors, stressing the important role
played by the distribution of isotopes. Finally, we have
shown that IVDM is easily realized in a quark-level model
consistent with all low-energy and collider observables.
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Connector couple with first two gen.

๏ first two generations, 
tree level scattering  ⇒ λ ~ 0.03 3

Y superpartner masses receive contributions from both
MSSM and hidden sector gauge groups, and so we expect
mY ∼ max(mweak, mX). Connectors interact through
λXY f , where λ is a Yukawa coupling and f is a SM
particle. X remains stable, as long as mX < mY + mf ,
but these interactions mediate new annihilation processes
XX̄ → f f̄ , Y Ȳ and scattering processes Xf → Xf . The
new annihilation channels do not affect the thermal relic
density estimates given above, provided λ <

∼ gweak.
Connector particles create many new possibilities for

dark matter detection. For example, in WIMPless mod-
els, the dark matter may have mX # mweak. This moti-
vates direct searches probing masses far below those typ-
ically expected for WIMPs. Because the number density
must compensate for the low mass, indirect detection sig-
nals are enhanced by m2

weak/m2
X over WIMP signals.

To quantify this, we consider a simple connector sector
with chiral fermions YfL and YfR and interactions

L = λfXȲfLfL + λfXȲfRfR + mYf
ȲfLYfR , (6)

where the fermions fL and fR are SM SU(2) doublets
and singlets, respectively. The Yf particles get mass from
SM electroweak symmetry breaking. For simplicity, we
couple Y to one SM particle f at a time, but, one Y can
have multiple couplings or there can be many Y fields.

We begin with direct detection, and assume the in-
teractions of Eq. (6) with f = u. These mediate spin-
independent X-nucleus scattering through XuL,R →
YL,R → XuL,R with cross section

σSI =
λ4

u

2π

m2
N

(mN + mX)2
[ZBp

u + (A − Z)Bn
u ]2

(mX − mY )2
, (7)

where A (Z) is the atomic mass (number) of nucleus N ,
Bp

u = 〈p|ūu|p〉 ' 5.1, and Bn
u = 〈n|ūu|n〉 ' 4.3 [17].

In Fig. 2, we present X-proton scattering cross sections
as functions of mX for various λu and mYu = 400 GeV.
Yu receives mass from SM electroweak symmetry break-
ing, and this mass is well within bounds from perturba-
tivity and experimental constraints [23]. Note that the
cross sections are much larger than for neutralinos and
many standard WIMPs, such as B1 Kaluza-Klein dark
matter [24]. Also, the framework accommodates dark
matter at the GeV or TeV scale, which may resolve cur-
rent anomalies, such as the apparent conflict between
DAMA and other experiments [25].

We now turn to indirect detection and consider the
interactions of Eq. (6) with f = τ . These interactions can
produce excess photon fluxes from the galactic center.
The integrated flux is [26]

Φγ =
5.6 × 10−10

cm2 s
Nγ

σSMv

pb

[

100 GeV

mX

]2

J̄∆Ω , (8)

where the cross section for XX̄ → τ+τ− is

σSMv =
λ4

τ

4π

m2
Y

(m2
X + m2

Y )2
, (9)

FIG. 2: Direct detection cross sections for spin-independent
X-proton scattering as a function of dark matter mass mX .
The solid curves are the predictions for WIMPless dark mat-
ter with connector mass mYu = 400 GeV and the Yukawa
couplings λu indicated. The shaded region is excluded by
CRESST [18], CDMS (Si) [19], TEXONO [20], XENON [21],
and CDMS (Ge) [22].

J̄ is a constant parameterizing the cuspiness of our
galaxy’s dark matter halo, ∆Ω is the experiment’s solid
angle, and Nγ =

∫ mX

Ethr
dE dNγ

dE is the average number of
photons above threshold produced in each τ decay.

In Fig. 3, we evaluate the discovery prospects for
GLAST [27]. We take ∆Ω = 0.001, Nγ = 1 and
Ethr = 1 GeV, and require Φγ > 10−10 cm−2 s−1 for
discovery. The minimum values of J̄ for discovery for
various λτ as a function of mX are given in Fig. 3. As
the flux is proportional to number density squared, we
find excellent discovery prospects for light dark matter.
For λτ = 0.3 and mX

<
∼ 20 GeV, GLAST will see WIM-

Pless signals for J̄ ∼ 1, corresponding to smooth halo
profiles that are inaccessible in standard WIMP models.

Conclusions. In GMSB models with hidden sectors,
we have found that, remarkably, any stable hidden sec-
tor particle will naturally have a thermal relic density
that approximately matches that observed for dark mat-
ter. Indeed, it is merely an accident that the MSSM
itself has no stable particle with the right relic density in
GMSB, and it is an accident that need not occur in hid-
den sectors. These candidates possess all the key virtues
of conventional WIMPs, but they generalize the WIMP
paradigm to a broad range of masses and gauge cou-
plings. This generalization opens up new possibilities for
large dark matter signals. We have illustrated this with
two examples, but many other signals are possible.

As shown in Fig. 1, this scenario also naturally accom-
modates multi-component dark matter if there are multi-
ple hidden sectors. This is highly motivated — in IBMs,
one generally expects multiple hidden sectors in addition
to the MSSM. In this framework, it is completely natural
for dark matter particles with varying masses and cou-

X

q

Q′

X

q

X X

g g

Q′

q

q q
X

YL YR

J.L. Feng and J. Kumar, PRL 101, 231301 (2008)
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FIG. 1: Direct detection cross sections for spin-independent X-nucleon scattering as a function

of dark matter mass mX . The solid curves are the predictions for WIMPless dark matter with
connector mass mY = 400 GeV and the Yukawa couplings λb indicated. The light yellow shaded
region is excluded by the experimental results indicated (see text). The dark blue shaded region

is consistent with the DAMA signal at 3σ, using 2-4 and 6-14 keVee bins; it may be extended to
the medium green shaded region with the inclusion of dark matter streams and 2-6 and 6-14 keVee

bins [10]. The medium-dark magenta shaded region is DAMA-favored when channeling is included
(but streams are not) [12]. The cross-hatched region is the conventional DAMA-favored region [4],
which is now excluded by other experiments.

content and other well-known WIMP frameworks, σSI is thus highly suppressed by Yukawa
couplings. Neutralino cross sections as high as 8 × 10−5 pb are possible and may explain
the DAMA signal [22], but more typically, σSI falls short of this value by many orders of
magnitude.

WIMPless Models. WIMPless dark matter provides a framework in which dark matter
candidates with a wide range of masses naturally have the correct thermal relic density [23].
In WIMPless models, the standard supersymmetric model with gauge-mediated supersym-
metry breaking is supplemented by a hidden sector, consisting of particles with no standard
model (SM) gauge interactions. The hidden sector contains the WIMPless dark matter par-
ticle, which has mass mX at the hidden sector’s supersymmetry breaking scale and interacts
through hidden sector gauge interactions with coupling gX . Supersymmetry breaking in a
single sector is transmitted through gauge interactions to both the MSSM and the hidden
sector. As a result,

mX

g2
X

∼
mW

g2
W

, (1)

where mW ∼ 100 GeV− 1 TeV and gW $ 0.65 are the weak mass scale and gauge coupling.
Because the thermal relic density of a stable particle is

Ω ∝
1

〈σv〉
∼

m2

g4
, (2)

ΩX ∼ ΩW , the thermal relic density of a typical WIMP. Since this is known to be ap-
proximately the observed dark matter density, these hidden sector particles also have ap-
proximately the observed dark matter density, preserving the key virtue of WIMPs. At

3

๏ third generation
- loop level scattering, λ ~ 0.3-1,  
more natural

   - less constrained by FCNC

X

q

Q′

X

q

X X

g g

Q′

q

q q

Connector couple with third gen.
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Isospin violating dark matter
Giuliano (2005); 
Chang, Liu, Pierce, Weiner, Yavin (2010)
Feng, Kumar, Marfatia, Sanford (2011)

๏ DM scattering off a nucleus: coherent

๏ usual assumptions: fp = fn

- σA ~ (fpA)2

- results for various target 
nuclei in (m, σp) plane
- A2 scaling

σA ~ (fp Z + fn (A-Z))2

๏ isospin violation fp ≠ fn

- could appear in many BSM
- decouple one exp with fn/fp=-Z/(A-Z)  
- not exact cancellation due to 
isotopes

scattering cross-sectionscattering cross section

• usually, SI limits reported in 
2 2

4
A

A p nf Z f A Z
terms of normalized-to-nucleon 
cross-section ( N

Z) fn = fp
– coherent scattering gives 

2

4
*
2 2

4

A p

p

n

p p

f f
M

f
constructive A2 enhancement

– assumption gives a simple 
way of comparing results from 
detectors with different

4
*

p M

detectors with different 
material

– doesn’t make sense for IVDM

• instead compare cross-section

22
ii A n p i

i isoZ
Z f f A Z

instead, compare cross-section 
for scattering off proton ( p)

• need to keep track of isotope 
abundances

.
2 2
i
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i A
N

i
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i

A
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Isospin violating dark matter

= 1

= -0 7 0.7

low-mass DM 
situation....
• evidence from DAMA, 

fn /fp = 1

CoGeNT and CRESST
• constraints from CDMS, 

Xenon10/100 and SIMPLE
• won’t focus on exp. issues....
• focus on dramatic effect of 

IVDM (see also CLPWY)( )
• not a complete solution!

– hard to fit all three signals
– CDMS and CoGeNT are bothCDMS and CoGeNT are both 

germanium-based
– SIMPLE gets tighter....
– mix of IVDM, inelastic, light f /f = -0 7, , g

mediators, astro/exp issues?
fn /fp  0.7

low-mass DM 
situation....
• evidence from DAMA, 

fn /fp = 1

CoGeNT and CRESST
• constraints from CDMS, 

Xenon10/100 and SIMPLE
• won’t focus on exp. issues....
• focus on dramatic effect of 

IVDM (see also CLPWY)( )
• not a complete solution!

– hard to fit all three signals
– CDMS and CoGeNT are bothCDMS and CoGeNT are both 

germanium-based
– SIMPLE gets tighter....
– mix of IVDM, inelastic, light f /f = -0 7, , g

mediators, astro/exp issues?
fn /fp  0.7

๏ hard to fit all three signals
๏ CDMS, CoGeNT both Germanium based
๏ SIMPLE gets tighter

Feng, Kumar, Marfatia, Sanford (2011)
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Realization of IVDM in WIMPless
๏ at nucleon level: fp≠fn

4

Y . We consider the superpotential

W =
∑

i

(λi
qXYqLq

i
L + λi

uXYuR
ui
R + λi

dXYdR
diR) , (8)

where X is a real scalar dark matter particle, qL, uR, dR
are standard model quarks, i labels generations, and the
connectors YqL,uR,dR

are 4th generation mirror quarks.
Assuming real Yukawa couplings and mY = mYu,d

!
mX ,mq, the connector particles induce the SI operators

Oi = λi
qλ

i
uXXūiui/mY + λi

qλ
i
dXXd̄idi/mY , (9)

leading to the scattering cross section of Eq. (3) with
fp,n/M2

∗
=

∑

i(λ
i
qλ

i
uB

p,n
ui +λi

qλ
i
dB

p,n
di )/(

√
πmXmY ). The

Bp,n
qi

are integrated nuclear form factors, including Bp
u =

Bn
d ≈ 6, Bn

u = Bp
d ≈ 4 [7].

The amount of isospin violation in dark matter-nucleus
interactions is solely determined by the Yukawa flavor
structure. There are many possibilities; WIMPless mod-
els may explain the DAMA signal with couplings to either
the 1st [12] or 3rd [13, 23] generation. Here we assume
only 1st generation quark couplings, automatically sat-
isfying flavor constraints. Assuming mX = 10 GeV and
mY = 400 GeV, consistent with all collider and precision
electroweak bounds, the region of the (λ1

qλ
1
u,λ

1
qλ

1
d) plane

that explains DAMA and CoGeNT is

λ1
u $ −1.08λ1

d, 0.013 <∼ λ1
qλ

1
d
<∼ 0.024 . (10)

IVDM is clearly generic in this microscopic model of dark
matter interactions and may simultaneously reconcile the
DAMA and CoGeNT signals and XENON bounds.
The IVDM reconciliation of DAMA, CoGeNT, and

XENON relies on cancellations between p and n cou-
plings, and so requires larger couplings than in the
isospin-preserving case to maintain the desired DAMA
and CoGeNT signals. Such models may potentially vi-
olate collider constraints, which are not subject to can-
cellations. This WIMPless model provides a quark-level
framework in which one may investigate this question.
The most stringent model-independent constraints are

from Tevatron searches for pp̄ → XX + jet [24, 25]. Us-
ing MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4.32 [26], one can compute
the monojet cross section (requiring jet ET > 80 GeV)
induced by the operator of Eq. (9). The resulting 2σ
bounds from Tevatron data are roughly λ1

qλ
1
u,d

<∼ 1, two
orders of magnitude too weak to probe the DAMA and
CoGeNT favored couplings described in Eq. (10).
Conclusions. Results for spin-independent dark

matter interactions typically assume identical couplings
to protons and neutrons. Isospin violation is generic,
however, and we have shown that IVDM with fn/fp ≈
−0.7 may explain both DAMA and CoGeNT, consis-
tent with XENON10/100 bounds. This scenario is only
marginally excluded by CDMS Ge constraints, unam-
biguously predicts a signal at CRESST, and may even be
tested by XENON, given its several significant isotopes,

as discussed above; near future data will shed light on this
picture. More generally, we have explored the extent to
which dropping the fp = fn assumption may reconcile re-
sults from various detectors, stressing the important role
played by the distribution of isotopes. Finally, we have
shown that IVDM is easily realized in a quark-level model
consistent with all low-energy and collider observables.
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where X is a real scalar dark matter particle, qL, uR, dR
are standard model quarks, i labels generations, and the
connectors YqL,uR,dR

are 4th generation mirror quarks.
Assuming real Yukawa couplings and mY = mYu,d
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mX ,mq, the connector particles induce the SI operators
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The amount of isospin violation in dark matter-nucleus
interactions is solely determined by the Yukawa flavor
structure. There are many possibilities; WIMPless mod-
els may explain the DAMA signal with couplings to either
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mX ,mq, the connector particles induce the SI operators

Oi = λi
qλ

i
uXXūiui/mY + λi

qλ
i
dXXd̄idi/mY , (9)

leading to the scattering cross section of Eq. (3) with
fp,n/M2

∗
=

∑

i(λ
i
qλ

i
uB

p,n
ui +λi

qλ
i
dB

p,n
di )/(

√
πmXmY ). The

Bp,n
qi

are integrated nuclear form factors, including Bp
u =

Bn
d ≈ 6, Bn

u = Bp
d ≈ 4 [7].

The amount of isospin violation in dark matter-nucleus
interactions is solely determined by the Yukawa flavor
structure. There are many possibilities; WIMPless mod-
els may explain the DAMA signal with couplings to either
the 1st [12] or 3rd [13, 23] generation. Here we assume
only 1st generation quark couplings, automatically sat-
isfying flavor constraints. Assuming mX = 10 GeV and
mY = 400 GeV, consistent with all collider and precision
electroweak bounds, the region of the (λ1

qλ
1
u,λ

1
qλ

1
d) plane

that explains DAMA and CoGeNT is

λ1
u $ −1.08λ1

d, 0.013 <∼ λ1
qλ

1
d
<∼ 0.024 . (10)

IVDM is clearly generic in this microscopic model of dark
matter interactions and may simultaneously reconcile the
DAMA and CoGeNT signals and XENON bounds.
The IVDM reconciliation of DAMA, CoGeNT, and

XENON relies on cancellations between p and n cou-
plings, and so requires larger couplings than in the
isospin-preserving case to maintain the desired DAMA
and CoGeNT signals. Such models may potentially vi-
olate collider constraints, which are not subject to can-
cellations. This WIMPless model provides a quark-level
framework in which one may investigate this question.
The most stringent model-independent constraints are

from Tevatron searches for pp̄ → XX + jet [24, 25]. Us-
ing MadGraph/MadEvent 4.4.32 [26], one can compute
the monojet cross section (requiring jet ET > 80 GeV)
induced by the operator of Eq. (9). The resulting 2σ
bounds from Tevatron data are roughly λ1

qλ
1
u,d

<∼ 1, two
orders of magnitude too weak to probe the DAMA and
CoGeNT favored couplings described in Eq. (10).
Conclusions. Results for spin-independent dark

matter interactions typically assume identical couplings
to protons and neutrons. Isospin violation is generic,
however, and we have shown that IVDM with fn/fp ≈
−0.7 may explain both DAMA and CoGeNT, consis-
tent with XENON10/100 bounds. This scenario is only
marginally excluded by CDMS Ge constraints, unam-
biguously predicts a signal at CRESST, and may even be
tested by XENON, given its several significant isotopes,

as discussed above; near future data will shed light on this
picture. More generally, we have explored the extent to
which dropping the fp = fn assumption may reconcile re-
sults from various detectors, stressing the important role
played by the distribution of isotopes. Finally, we have
shown that IVDM is easily realized in a quark-level model
consistent with all low-energy and collider observables.
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๏ jets+MET @ Tevatron and LHC, 1 fb-1: tension with IVDM

•X: fermion (vs. scalar)

•minimal flavor violation
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IVDM (with scalar) is still a viable solution ... 
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Collider signature: exotic quarks

Y particle appears as exotic mirror quarks Q’

p

p

Qʼ

Qʼ

DM

q
DM

q

Collider Signal (4th gen)
 T’T’→ttXX, B’B’ →bbXX

๏ differ from SUSY searches: cascade decay 
๏ differ from usual 4th generation quark T’ → Wb, B’ → Wt

J. Alwall, J.L. Feng, J. Kumar, SS
1002.3366; 1107.2919.
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Collider Signature: exotic quarks

Collider Signal:  T’T’→ttXX, B’B’ →bbXX

๏ appears in a general set of new physics scenarios
- light stop/sbottom
- asymmetric dark matter 
- little Higgs with T-parity
- baryon and lepton number as gauge symmetry
- ...

๏ Connection to solution for Hierarchy problem
- need top partner 
- the lighter, the more natural
- decay straight to invisible particles
- bottom partner

P. Fileviez Perez and M. B. Wise, 
arXiv: 1002.1754

H.C. Cheng and I. Low, JHEP 0408, 061 (2004)

B. Dutta and J. Kumar, arXiv: 1012.1341

relevant for re-examine of naturalness based on 

LHC data, light stop/sbottom  signatures.
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Constraints
๏ perturbativity constraints: mQ’ = yQ’ v, mQ’ ≤ 600 GeV (if through Yukawa)
๏ precision electroweak data: |mT’-mB’| ~ 50 GeV (for SU(2) doublet)
๏ direct searches limits

B’B’→bbXX, similar to  sbottom pair production with  7
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FIG. 3: (color online). (a) The 95% C.L. expected (dashed line) and observed (points plus solid line) limits on σ × B2 as
a function of mLQ for the pair production of third-generation leptoquarks where B is the branching fraction to bν. The
theory band is shown in grey with an uncertainty range as discussed in the text. The long-dashed line indicates the expected
suppression of σ × B2 above the tτ threshold for equal bν and tτ couplings. (b) The 95% C.L. exclusion contour in the
(mb̃1

,mχ̃0
1
) plane. Also shown are results from previous searches at LEP [23] and the Tevatron [7, 24].

expected from known SM processes. We set limits on
the cross section multiplied by square of the branching
fraction B to the bν final state as a function of lepto-
quark mass. These results are interpreted as mass limits
and give a limit of 247 GeV for B = 1 for the produc-
tion of charge-1/3 third-generation scalar leptoquarks.
We also exclude the production of bottom squarks for
a range of values in the (mb̃1

,mχ̃0
1
) mass plane such as

mb̃1
> 247 GeV for mχ̃0

1
= 0 and mχ̃0

1
> 110 GeV for

160 < mb̃1
< 200 GeV. These limits significantly extend

previous results.
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FIG. 3: (color online). (a) The 95% C.L. expected (dashed line) and observed (points plus solid line) limits on σ × B2 as
a function of mLQ for the pair production of third-generation leptoquarks where B is the branching fraction to bν. The
theory band is shown in grey with an uncertainty range as discussed in the text. The long-dashed line indicates the expected
suppression of σ × B2 above the tτ threshold for equal bν and tτ couplings. (b) The 95% C.L. exclusion contour in the
(mb̃1

,mχ̃0
1
) plane. Also shown are results from previous searches at LEP [23] and the Tevatron [7, 24].

expected from known SM processes. We set limits on
the cross section multiplied by square of the branching
fraction B to the bν final state as a function of lepto-
quark mass. These results are interpreted as mass limits
and give a limit of 247 GeV for B = 1 for the produc-
tion of charge-1/3 third-generation scalar leptoquarks.
We also exclude the production of bottom squarks for
a range of values in the (mb̃1

,mχ̃0
1
) mass plane such as

mb̃1
> 247 GeV for mχ̃0

1
= 0 and mχ̃0

1
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B’: Tevatron Reach

Signal: B’B’ →bbXX

Bg: W(lν)jj, Z(νν) jj,WZ, ttbar, single top.

๏ optimal cuts (after precuts)
๏ S/B > 0.1, more than 2 events
๏ Poisson statistics
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 mB’ > 440 GeV with 5 fb-1
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LHC reach
๏ optimal cuts (after precuts)
๏ S/B > 0.1, more than 2 events
๏ Poisson statistics

B’B’ →bbXX
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Simulation

MadGraph - Pythia - PGS

Signal:

๏ hadronic channel: large cross section
- SM backgrounds, tt, W, have MET with lepton
- irreducible background: Z→ νν + jets

๏ semi-leptonic channel: isolated lepton, suppress QCD background
๏ purely leptonic channel: suppressed cross section

T �T̄ � → t(∗)Xt̄(∗)X → bW+Xb̄W−X

Similar analyses in the literature
•semileptonic mode, high mass, large luminosity

•hadronic mode, spin and mass determination
P. Meade and M. Reece, Phys. Rev. D 74, 015010 (2006).

T. Han, R. Mahbubani, D. G. E. Walker and L. T. E. Wang, JHEP 0905, 117 (2009)
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Tevatron exclusion
๏ optimal cuts (after precuts)
๏ S/B > 0.1, more than 2 events
๏ Poisson statistics
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FIG. 3: 95% CL Tevatron exclusion contours for the semi-leptonic channel (left) and the hadronic
channel (right) for integrated luminosities 2, 5, 10, and 20 fb−1. For each point in parameter space,
the cut with the best significance has been chosen.

luminosity of 20 fb−1 at the end of Tevatron running, a reach of up to 455 GeV for the
hadronic channel can be achieved.

The reach in mT ′ is almost independent of mX for small to medium mX . However, when
mX approaches the on-shell decay threshold of mT ′ − mt, the reach is limited since the top
and X are produced nearly at rest in the T ′ rest frame, and the T ′T̄ ′ system therefore needs
a transverse boost for the X particles to produce large missing transverse momentum. This
leads to the dip in the exclusion curves at mX close to mT ′ − mt, and indeed there is no
exclusion reach at the Tevatron for mT ′ − mt − mX

<∼ 15 GeV. For 20 fb−1 integrated
luminosity and mT ′ between 370 and 390 GeV, mX could be excluded up to 160 GeV at
95% CL using the hadronic mode. For smaller mT ′ , the reach in mX is decreased due to the
softness of the X particle distributions, while for larger mT ′ , it is decreased because of the
small T ′T̄ ′ production cross section.

Figure 4 shows the 3σ (Gaussian equivalent2) Tevatron discovery contours for both the
semi-leptonic and hadronic channels for integrated luminosities of 2, 5, 10, and 20 fb−1. A
3σ signal could be observed for mT ′ < 360 GeV and mX

<∼ 110 GeV in the semi-leptonic
channel with 20 fb−1 integrated luminosity. The hadronic channel is more promising. With
5 fb−1 integrated luminosity, a reach in mT ′ up to 360 GeV could be achieved when mX is
not too large. With 20 fb−1 integrated luminosity, the reach is extended to 400 GeV for mX

up to about 80 GeV. For larger mX , the reach in mT ′ decreases.
Figure 5 shows the 95% CL exclusion contours for a 10 TeV early LHC run, in the semi-

leptonic and hadronic channels for integrated luminosities 100, 200, and 300 pb−1. With just
100 pb−1, the LHC exclusion reach for mT ′ exceeds the Tevatron exclusion reach with 20 fb−1

luminosity. Exclusions of mT ′ up to 490, 520, and 535 GeV could be achieved with 100,

2 By Gaussian equivalent, we mean that we have converted the one-sided Poisson probability into the

equivalent σ deviation in a two-sided Gaussian distribution, which is more commonly used in the literature.
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FIG. 1: (a) Transverse mass of the lepton and missing energy
and (b) Emiss

T after applying all selection criteria except the
cut on the variable shown. MC background contributions are
stacked on top of each other and normalized according to the
data-driven corrections discussed in the text. The lines with
the arrows indicate the selection criteria that define the signal
region (mT > 150 GeV and Emiss

T > 100 GeV). ‘Other Back-
grounds’ includes both multi-jet backgrounds and Z+jets,
single top and diboson production. Expectations from two
signal mass points are stacked separately on top of the SM
background. The last bin includes the overflow.

fidence level for a T mass of 420 (370) GeV and an A0

mass of 10 (140) GeV. The estimated acceptance times
efficiency for spin-12 TT models is consistent within sys-
tematic uncertainties with that for scalar models, such
as pair production of stop squarks (with a ttχ0χ0 final
state) or third-generation leptoquarks (with a ttντντ fi-
nal state). The cross-section limits presented in Fig. 3 are
therefore approximately valid for such models, although
the predicted cross-section is typically below the current
sensitivity.

In summary, in 1.04 fb−1 of data in pp collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, there is no evidence of an
excess of events with large Emiss

T in a sample dominated
by tt events. Using a model of pair-produced quark-
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like objects decaying to a top quark and a heavy neu-
tral particle, a limit is established excluding top-partner
masses up to 420 GeV and stable weakly-interacting par-
ticle masses up to 140 GeV (see Fig. 2). In particular, a
cross-section times branching ratio of 1.1 pb is excluded
at the 95% confidence level for m(T ) = 420 GeV and
m(A0) = 10 GeV. The cross-section limits are approxi-
mately valid for a number of models of new phenomena.
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the predicted cross-section is typically below the current
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The WIMPless Miracle

Jonathan L. Feng and Jason Kumar
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA

We propose that dark matter is composed of particles that naturally have the correct thermal
relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor weak interactions. These WIMPless models
emerge naturally from gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, where they elegantly solve the
dark matter problem. The framework accommodates single or multiple component dark matter,
dark matter masses from 10 MeV to 10 TeV, and interaction strengths from gravitational to strong.
These candidates enhance many direct and indirect signals relative to WIMPs and have qualitatively
new implications for dark matter searches and cosmological implications for colliders.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 04.65.+e, 12.60.Jv

Introduction. Cosmological observations require dark
matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
particles. At the same time, attempts to understand
the weak force also invariably require new states. These
typically include weakly-interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) with masses around the weak scale mweak ∼
100 GeV − 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of the
particles motivated by particle physics simultaneously
satisfies the needs of cosmology. This idea is motivated
not only by Ockham’s razor, but by a striking quanti-
tative fact, the “WIMP miracle”: WIMPs are naturally
produced as thermal relics of the Big Bang with the den-
sities required for dark matter. The WIMP miracle con-
nects physics at the largest and smallest length scales,
drives most of the international program of dark matter
searches, and is the leading reason to expect cosmological
insights when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) begins
operation in the coming year.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor
weak force interactions. In these models, dark matter
may interact only gravitationally or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility implies
that prospects for some dark matter experiments may be
greatly enhanced relative to WIMPs, with implications
for searches that differ radically from those of WIMPs.

Quite generally, a particle’s thermal relic density is [1]

ΩX ∝
1

〈σv〉
∼

m2
X

g4
X

, (1)

where 〈σv〉 is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ∼ (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,

ΩX ≈ 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling. This observation
alone might be considered adequate motivation to con-
sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) predict exactly the
combinations of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX . In
these models, mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak,
these models are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain
dark matter with the desired thermal relic density.

Models. The models we consider are SUSY mod-
els with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3].
These models have several sectors, as shown in Fig. 1.
The MSSM sector includes the fields of the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sec-
tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
mediate this breaking to the MSSM through gauge in-
teractions. There are also one or more additional sectors
which have SUSY breaking gauge-mediated to them, and
these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
sectors may not be particularly well-hidden, depending
on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
vestigations of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].

Independent of cosmology, this is a well-motivated sce-
nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
elegantly solving the flavor problems that generically
plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
tion, in SUSY models that attempt to unite the standard
model (SM) with quantum gravity, such as those arising
from string theory, hidden sectors are ubiquitous. From
this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
merely an unmotivated contrivance, but a requirement of
the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
classes of string models, such as intersecting brane mod-
els, SUSY breaking in one sector will naturally be medi-
ated by gauge interactions to every other sector, produc-
ing exactly the framework we have described.

As a concrete example, we extend the canonical GMSB

follow WIMP relationWIMPLESS
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matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
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100 GeV − 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of the
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searches, and is the leading reason to expect cosmological
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operation in the coming year.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor
weak force interactions. In these models, dark matter
may interact only gravitationally or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility implies
that prospects for some dark matter experiments may be
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for searches that differ radically from those of WIMPs.
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where 〈σv〉 is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ∼ (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,

ΩX ≈ 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling. This observation
alone might be considered adequate motivation to con-
sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
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these models, mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak,
these models are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain
dark matter with the desired thermal relic density.
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els with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3].
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persymmetric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sec-
tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
mediate this breaking to the MSSM through gauge in-
teractions. There are also one or more additional sectors
which have SUSY breaking gauge-mediated to them, and
these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
sectors may not be particularly well-hidden, depending
on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
vestigations of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].
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nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
elegantly solving the flavor problems that generically
plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
tion, in SUSY models that attempt to unite the standard
model (SM) with quantum gravity, such as those arising
from string theory, hidden sectors are ubiquitous. From
this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
merely an unmotivated contrivance, but a requirement of
the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
classes of string models, such as intersecting brane mod-
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ated by gauge interactions to every other sector, produc-
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dark matter problem. The framework accommodates single or multiple component dark matter,
dark matter masses from 10 MeV to 10 TeV, and interaction strengths from gravitational to strong.
These candidates enhance many direct and indirect signals relative to WIMPs and have qualitatively
new implications for dark matter searches and cosmological implications for colliders.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 04.65.+e, 12.60.Jv

Introduction. Cosmological observations require dark
matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
particles. At the same time, attempts to understand
the weak force also invariably require new states. These
typically include weakly-interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) with masses around the weak scale mweak ∼
100 GeV − 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of the
particles motivated by particle physics simultaneously
satisfies the needs of cosmology. This idea is motivated
not only by Ockham’s razor, but by a striking quanti-
tative fact, the “WIMP miracle”: WIMPs are naturally
produced as thermal relics of the Big Bang with the den-
sities required for dark matter. The WIMP miracle con-
nects physics at the largest and smallest length scales,
drives most of the international program of dark matter
searches, and is the leading reason to expect cosmological
insights when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) begins
operation in the coming year.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor
weak force interactions. In these models, dark matter
may interact only gravitationally or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility implies
that prospects for some dark matter experiments may be
greatly enhanced relative to WIMPs, with implications
for searches that differ radically from those of WIMPs.

Quite generally, a particle’s thermal relic density is [1]

ΩX ∝
1

〈σv〉
∼

m2
X

g4
X

, (1)

where 〈σv〉 is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ∼ (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,

ΩX ≈ 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling. This observation
alone might be considered adequate motivation to con-
sider other values of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX .
Here, however, we further show that simple models with
low-energy supersymmetry (SUSY) predict exactly the
combinations of (mX , gX) that give the correct ΩX . In
these models, mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak,
these models are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain
dark matter with the desired thermal relic density.

Models. The models we consider are SUSY mod-
els with gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3].
These models have several sectors, as shown in Fig. 1.
The MSSM sector includes the fields of the minimal su-
persymmetric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sec-
tor includes the fields that break SUSY dynamically and
mediate this breaking to the MSSM through gauge in-
teractions. There are also one or more additional sectors
which have SUSY breaking gauge-mediated to them, and
these sectors contain the dark matter particles. These
sectors may not be particularly well-hidden, depending
on the presence of connector sectors to be discussed be-
low, but we follow precedent and refer to them as “hid-
den” sectors throughout this work. For other recent in-
vestigations of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].

Independent of cosmology, this is a well-motivated sce-
nario for new physics. GMSB models feature many of
the well-known virtues of SUSY, while at the same time
elegantly solving the flavor problems that generically
plague proposals for new weak-scale physics. In addi-
tion, in SUSY models that attempt to unite the standard
model (SM) with quantum gravity, such as those arising
from string theory, hidden sectors are ubiquitous. From
this point of view, it is likely that such sectors are not
merely an unmotivated contrivance, but a requirement of
the consistency of quantum gravity. Moreover, in large
classes of string models, such as intersecting brane mod-
els, SUSY breaking in one sector will naturally be medi-
ated by gauge interactions to every other sector, produc-
ing exactly the framework we have described.

As a concrete example, we extend the canonical GMSB
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Non-thermal production: WIMP decay

WIMP → superWIMP + SM particles
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Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama (2003)
Feng, SS, Takayama (2004)superWIMP in SUSY

SUSY case WIMP → superWIMP + SM particles

Charged slepton
Superpartner of lepton

Gravitino
Superpartner of graviton

EM, had. cascade

⇒ change CMB spectrum

⇒ change light element 

   abundance predicted 

   by BBN

Strong constraints !
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superWIMP

SM particle

∼ 
1
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Decay lifetime ∝ mpl
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Neutralino LSP vs. gravitino LSP
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J. Feng, SS, F.  Takayama (2004)

stau NLSP

fix ΩG = 0.23~

200 GeV ≤ δm ≤ 400 ∼1500 GeV
mG  ≤ 200 GeV~

solve 7Li anomaly

δm
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● Decay life time 
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● Decay life time 

● SM particle energy/angular
  distribution …
   ⇒ mG

    ⇒ mpl …

~ 

• Probes gravity in a particle 
physics experiments!

• BBN, CMB in the lab

• Precise test of supergravity: 
gravitino is a graviton partner
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Conclusion    

๏ dark matter candidates naturally obtain relic density
 ⇒ WIMP, WIMPless, superWIMP, ... 
๏ WIMPless miracle: 

- hidden sector dark matter with mX/gX2 ~ mweak/gweak2 

- with connector fields, allow DM-SM interactions

- direct detection: light dark matter, IVDM,...

- collider signatures: 4th generation quarks, T’, B’

๏ superWIMP: WIMP → superWIMP + SM particles


